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The Old and the New!!
A great days lifting at the 2012 East Midlands Masters, Juniors
and Novices Championships

Editors View

Hello again to all East Midlands powerlifters.
A number of local and international competitions involving lifters from the division
have happened recently and where possible I have included reports on these but
there are several that I have no information on at all other than the results – it would
be great if people could take photos and do reports on future events or the
newsletter will become just a table of numbers and words.
I have done a summary of all the divisional lifter achievements that I can find – I
hope I didn’t miss anyone.
It was good to be able to watch some of the first “Raw” World Championships
recently on the internet stream – it really brings home how much difference
equipment is making nowadays – hopefully the interest in these unequipped events
will grow which would surely help in the ultimate goal to make Powerlifting an
Olympic event.
Thanks again to George Leggett and Paul Kerridge for their continuing contributions
to the newsletter and also to Allen Ottolangui for his latest competition report – proof
that he really should never give up his daytime job!
The East Midlands now has a new website, please take time to check it out and
forward any comments or suggestions to Jenny Hunter, the link is
http://eastmidspowerlifting.co.uk
As always any views comments, articles, photos about clubs, individuals or indeed
anything to go into the newsletter would be welcome.
Good lifting.
Best Regards
Steve Walker
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Calendar of National Events for 2012

Start Date

End Date

Event
East Midlands Masters, junior
novice and Anglian
Championship

View

30/06/2012

View

07/07/2012

07/07/2012

Greater London Club
Championships

View

07/07/2012

07/07/2012

YNEPF Unequipped

View

08/07/2012

08/07/2012

North Midland unequipped
Championships

View

17/07/2012

21/07/2012

European Masters Powerlifting
Championships

View

28/07/2012

28/07/2012

Junior squad training

View

04/08/2012

05/08/2012

All England Championships

View

04/08/2012

04/08/2012

Roses cup (Lancs vs Yorks)

View

09/08/2012

11/08/2012

European Bench Press
Championships (Open)

View

26/08/2012

26/08/2012

GBPF SCOTLAND OPEN
BENCH PRESS

View

28/08/2012

02/09/2012

World Junior and Sub-Junior
Powerlifting Championships

View

08/09/2012

09/09/2012

British Classic Powerlifting
Championships
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View

28/09/2012

29/09/2012

Western European Cup

View

29/09/2012

29/09/2012

English Open Benchpress
Championships

View

02/10/2012

07/10/2012

World Masters Powerlifting
Championships

View

18/10/2012

20/10/2012

European Masters Bench
Press Championships

View

28/10/2012

28/10/2012

South East Deadlift

View

29/10/2012

04/11/2012

World Powerlifting
Championships (open)

View

03/11/2012

03/11/2012

YNEPF Benchpress
Championship

View

17/11/2012

17/11/2012

YNEPF Open and Juniors
Championships

View

25/11/2012

25/11/2012

South East Powerlifting
Championships

View

02/12/2012

02/12/2012

NW Powerlifting
championships

View

09/12/2012

GBPF SCOTLAND DIVISIONAL

East Midland Powerlifting Committee Contacts
Dave Tucker - 27, Gunhild Close, Cambridge CB1 8RD
Kevin Jane - kevin@kjane.fsbusiness.co.uk
Ian Finch (records) - Ian.Finch@rfsworld.com
Allen Ottolangui (Membership) - acc138@yahoo.co.uk
Pete Weiss - pweiss@02.co.uk
Stuart Hamilton - hamiltonsfitness@aol.com
Jenny Hunter - jenny@ced.co.uk
Steve Walker (Newsletter) – SJR.Walker@fsmail.net
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Editors Round Up
A summary of East Midlands lifters achievements in the last
quarter
British Unequipped Bench Press 6th May 2012 Hatchford Brook
Out of a total of 57 lifters, there were only 6 entries from the East Midlands but they
certainly made it count with every lifter winning their bodyweight class and age
group.
Kevin Peacock
1st M2 74kg class – 115kg
Paul Abbot
1st M2 93kg class – 152.5kg
Daniel Hodson
1st U23 93kg class – 107.5kg
Steve Bullimore
1st M1 105kg class – 165kg (His coach John Bevan
said Steve owes him a Xmas present now)
Bob Baxter
1st M3 105kg class – 135kg
Tony Blythe
1st M1 120+ class – 170kg
Well done to all concerned

European Senior Championships 8th–12th May Pilzen Czech Republic
Tony Cliffe again competed in the Europeans and continued to nudge towards a
1000kg total with 360/287.5/330 for a 977.5kg total to finish overall 4th and close to
a medal – it must come soon.

British Seniors 23rd June Moulton College Northampton
Only 4 East Midlands lifters involved this year – must be the lowest for a long time,
yet again they achieved great results with three 1st places and a 2nd place
Sharn Rowlands
Jenny Hunter
Jackie Blasbery
Tony Cliffe

1st place 47kg class – 107.5/40/110
1st place 52kg class – 122.5/82.5/155
2nd place 84kg class – 155/105/175
1st place 120kg class – 375/280/335

total 257.5kg
total 360kg
total 435kg
total 990kg
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British Masters and Juniors Powerlifting
Championships 2012
This year’s British Masters and Juniors Powerlifting Championships were held at the AT7 centre
Coventry, as always the East Midlands Division was well represented.
In the Junior women’s section we had Sharn Rowlands. After a slow start on the squats only
getting her opener of 90Kg, Sharn managed a solid 42.5Kg bench. On to the deadlifts and Sharn
got all three finishing with 107.5Kg, leaving her with a 240Kg total and the British U18 Title.
We had two women in the masters section, Jenny (the man) Hunter and Jackie (nice buns)
Blasbery.
Jenny in the 52Kg class at M2 lifted solidly to take the title managing a 125Kg squat and a
comfortable 82.5Kg bench. Jenny’s second attempt deadlift of 160Kg was a good lift but very
hard fought so she declined a third attempt leaving her with a 367.5Kg total.
Jackie lifted in the 84Kg class and had some stiff competition in Jean Maton from the South
Midlands. Jackie took all three squats finishing with 165Kg which left her 5Kg behind Jean.
Again on the bench Jackie got all three attempts leaving her with 105Kg, Jean missed her third
attempt leaving her with 110Kg.
Jackie was therefore 10Kg down on sub-total but was the lighter lifter. Both girls started on the
deadlift with 170Kg. Jackie then took 180Kg for her second but Jean managed 182.5Kg. Jean’s
third attempt of 187.5Kg was unsuccessful, so Jackie knew she had to take 192.5Kg to take the
title on bodyweight and what a great pull it was giving her the British champion title.
In the Junior men’s we had Ben Cattermole in the 66Kg class, Ben was slightly down on his squats
only managing his opener of 145Kg but came back strong with a 100Kg bench and a 177.5Kg
deadlift giving him a 422.5Kg total and second place in the U18 section not far behind the winner.
In the U23 section at the 105Kg weight class we had Jack Cook. Jack who is a relatively new lifter
put up a good performance in what was a strong class with the winner getting a 835Kg total. Jack
got all three attempts on the squat finishing with 265Kg. A solid 160Kg bench gave him a 425Kg
sub total. On to the deadlift and again Jack got all three giving him 275Kg and a 700Kg total
earning him third place.
The Men’s Masters saw David Brown in the M2 59Kg class. Dave was not firing on all cylinders
and he only managed his openers on all three lifts for a 282.5Kg total which was good enough for
first place and the British Title. I am sure he will make amends at the next one.
In the 74Kg class at M2 was Allen Ottolangui (Steve Walkers idol). Allen lifted well after
receiving a black eye before his opening squat by Andy Rodney trying to put his straps up. A
235Kg squat, 142.5Kg bench and 235Kg deadlift gave Allen a 612.5Kg total (lifts Steve Walker
dreams of) and the M2 title. (Editor’s note – it would have to be a nightmare for me to get a total
that low!!)
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At 83Kg lifting in his first M2 (old git) class was Doug D’Hobbitt. Doug had some stiff
competition in Balwinder Singh from the West Midlands. After a strong 230Kg squat and 160Kg
bench Doug’s 390Kg sub total put him 2.5Kg up and he was the lighter man. After the opening
attempts Balwinder moved into the lead with 240Kg deadlift. Doug took 240Kg for his second to
put him back in front, but Balwinder’s 247.5Kg took back the lead. Doug felt he had to put some
pressure on Balwinder and took 252.5kg for his third but was unsuccessful leaving Doug with a
630Kg Total and second place.
In the 93Kg class, Kev Jane at M3 (I know he looks much older than that) lifted his normal solid
self getting 7 from 9. All three squats finishing with 277.5Kg a second attempt 162.5Kg bench and
two deadlifts finishing with 272.5kg and a 712.5Kg total. Kev took the title and I am sure he has
his eyes set on the Europeans and World Masters later in the year, watch this space.
At M1 in the 105Kg class saw the return of Andy Rodney (who I had forgiven for punching me).
Andy lifted well but not quite back to the form we know he has. The squats were solid getting all
three and finishing with 270Kg. Much the same on the bench ending with 180Kg. A 265Kg
deadlift gave him a 715Kg total and second place, I am sure there is much more to come from
Andy.
Also in the 105Kg class but at M3 saw one of the best battles of the whole comp. Our (whittling)
Dave Battisson took on Jim Dulling of the YNE. Both lifters made a poor start only getting their
opening squats, Dave with 190Kg and Jim with 180Kg.
Dave benched solidly taking all three attempts and 147.5Kg, whereas Jim struggled again only
getting his opener of 147.5Kg. This left Dave 10Kg up on subtotal and being the lighter man
meant Jim had to out deadlift Dave by 12.5Kg.
After openers Dave was still in front but Dave’s second attempt of 227.5kg was very hard fought
so Dave elected to jump only 2.5Kg to 230Kg for his third attempt which again very hard fought
but successful, giving him a 567.5Kg Total. This meant Jim had to go for 242.5Kg to take the title
which after another hard fought pull he was successful giving him 570Kg Total and the M3 title.
A great battle and good to see at M3, I am sure Dave will have his revenge but in the mean time its
back to the whittling.
A good weekends lifting and a well run competition, with lots of people jumping in to help. The
East Midlands had 6 winners, 3 seconds and a third which shows the strength of our division, well
done to all.

Report by Allen “Because you’re worth it” Ottolangui
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East Midlands Masters, Juniors & Novices and Anglian
Open 2012 Championships
The Championships were held at Yardley Gobion Powerlifting Club as in previous years but with
the addition this time of the postponed Anglian Open which was useful in boosting numbers to a
total of 20 lifters.
As usual, the large array of different age groups and classes meant that virtually all lifters were
lifting unopposed but all with their own individual goals for qualifying totals, personal bests or
simply to experience their first competition so this lead to a great atmosphere, especially as there
was a good sized enthusiastic audience.
We had 3 ladies lifting and first off was novice lifter Rend Shakir in the 52kg class who lifted
carefully and somewhat nervously for a total of 110kg – I am sure she benefitted greatly from the
whole experience and will be much more confident next time round.
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Abi Graham lifted in the Anglian Open 63 kg class squatting 105kg, benching 67.5kg and
deadlifting 135kg for a good 307.5kg total which was 17.5kg up on her total in the Divisionals last
November and gaining her the title.

Sub Junior lifter Leigh Wetheridge lifted in the East Midlands Juniors 83kg class weighing only
73.2kg and had a superb day all round.

Leigh qualifed for the British Juniors and broke British Junior bench press, deadlift and total
records and went 100/72.5/160 for a 332.5kg total – all in very strict and confident style – she will
surely achieve considerable success in powerlifting in the future.
9

Great style from Leigh as she pulls a British record 160kgs (note the chief loader
wishing he had a pair of socks like that!!)
Dave Brown, lifting as a guest due to his entry going awol didn’t have his best day but still totalled
287.5kg at only 57.4kg and a M3 lifter – better check the entry next time Dave!
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Local man Russell Howard (“Benchy” to his mates) managed to make the weigh in this time and
went 110/85/130 for a 325kg total and 1 st place in the Anglian 66kg class (he owes his clubmates a
round of drinks and crisps for that!!).

Also lifting in the 66kg class in the East Midlands as a Sub Junior and unequipped was Ben
Cattermole who looked impressive squatting 155kg, benching 95kg and deadlifting a British U18
record 185kg for a 435kg total – a great result for Ben and his proud parents.
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Ben pulling 185kg – a British U18 deadlift record
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In the 74kg class weighing a very light 70.7kg and lifting unequipped was Sean Maloney who
improved his total from last year’s divisional by 10kg to total 440kg.

This comprised a very deep squat of 155kg, a 95kg bench and a gutsy 190kg final deadlift having
missed it on his second attempt.
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Lee Meachen moved up to the 83kg class having eaten a few pies too many and was lifting
unequipped, determined to break a British raw bench press record. Squatted perfect style 120kg
(so it should be) opened with an easy 135kg bench and then took 150kg for the record but couldn’t
lock it out and decided to leave it there so no total today.

Evergreen Patrick Stewart stunt double Mick Amey lifted in the East Midlands 83kg Masters 3
class unequipped and made 7 from 9 lifts finishing with the loudest laugh of the day as he locked
out with a 220kg deadlift to make 490kg total – good to see him back on the platform especially in
such a happy mood.

The Laughing Gnome that is Mick Amey pulling 220kg
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Yardley man, Colin Miller was up against Ian Wells in one of the few contested classes in the
Anglian 93kg class and knew he would have his work cut out although his main goals today were
to break his P.B. and to raise money for a local hospice.
Unfortunately Ian just couldn’t get his squats right today missing 240kg 3 times – all on depth with
the first one probably being the closest but just a shade high.

Colin squatted 175kg missing 185kg then making it on his 3rd attempt.
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Although out of the competition Ian decided to continue and benched an impressive 190kg but
jumped 20kg to 210kg which was too much on the day although he pressed it on his second it was
deemed too low on his chest. Colin made a P.B. bench of 122.5kg and new he only had to get a
deadlift to take the title
This he did with an easy 195kg going on to get more P.B.s with a 212.5kg deadlift and a 520kg
total – beating his target of 500kg which he needed to raise the sponsorship for the hospice so well
done to Colin.
Ian opened on 210kg deadlift, made it easily and went straight to 250kg but couldn’t make it and
decided enough was enough today – I’m sure if he gets his openers right he will power well over
700kgs pretty soon.
We also had a further 4 lifters in the 93kg class, two novice lifters lifting against each other –
Tomasz Boguszewicz and Tom Hudson and a junior lifter – Stefan Nolan and old timer Kevin Jane
- still leading the way.
In the novice class it was close on the squats with Tomasz getting 140kg and Tom making 135kg,
but Tomasz had the superior bench with an impressive 130kg with Tom getting 105kg.

Tomasz squats 140kgs
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Tom squats 125kgs
On the deadlift Tomasz again stretched the lead finishing with a 200kg deadlift to total 470kg and
Tom making 160kg deadlift and a 400kg total both good totals considering they were lifting
unequipped.

200 kg pull takes the title

A hard fought 160kg
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Junior lifter, Stefan Nolan was well supported by his training mates and squatted a determined
160kg then benched 80kg and pulled a hard 192.5kg to total 432.5kg – a good total for an
unequipped junior lifter.

Stefan pulls 192.5kg in good style
Then we had another master class in unequipped lifting from “Benjamin Button” Jane who is
completely ignoring his advancing years and still improving as an unequipped lifter.

Another British Old Gits record for Kevin
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Kevin made British M3 unequipped records in the squat (217.5) bench (135) and total (612.5)
curiously the deadlift specialist wasn’t able to make his last deadlift of 267.5kg which would have
been a clean sweep of records but a back injury hadn’t helped. Altogether a great day for Kevin
and good preparation for the European Masters later this month.

On his own in the Anglian 105kg class was our very own “Whittling” Dave Battison lifting back in
the GBPF again and complete with new bionic straight leg. Also lifting unequipped, Dave got
over a shaky start on the squats missing his two openers on 155kg but making his third and then
going on to a 125kg bench and 200kg deadlift for a 480kg total, 1 st place and a qualifier for next
year’s British Masters 3.

Lots of guts involved here and I’m not talking about Dave’s new bodyweight
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Another new face, lifting as a Junior lifter in the 105 East Midlands was Sam Smith who made all
his squats finishing with 140kg, missed his opening bench but increased his next attempt to 115kg
and got it and deadlifted 160/180 and 192.5kg to total 447.5kg and win the class.

Andy Hutchings, who we know is a very determined lifter was in the Anglian Open 120kg class
against Tom Weavers who is also an improving lifter. Both lifters opened on 190kg squat and
were successful with Andy finishing with 212.5kg and Tom missing 205kg to finish on 197.5kg.

Tom gets 197.5kgs

But Andy made 212.5kgs

A further 10kgs went to Andy’s subtotal lead after he benched a strong 147.5kg to Tom’s 137.5kg
and he consolidated the win with some truly impressive deadlifting finishing with an all out 250kg
and a total of 610kgs. Tom made all his deadllifts finishing with 230kg and a 565kg total – I
expect the battle will continue and the gap between these two lifters will narrow in the future.
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Worth the effort – 250kgs wins the title
Ian Finch lifted in the East Midlands 120kg M2 class unequipped and made all his lifts for 9 from
9 and a winning total of 525kg and showed his usual poise and control.
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Finally, to the big men or in this case – the big man Adam, Thomson lifting in the 120+ class as a
novice and weighing only 120.2kg – not sure if that was deliberate or an accident but it didn’t
affect his performance with him making all his squats and two benches for a sub total of 285kg.
However Adam struggled to build the total he wanted only getting his opening deadlift of 180kg as
his two attempts at 200kgs were failed by the referees due to excessive bending of the knees and
supporting the bar – a valuable lesson learned for the next competition. He finished with a total of
465kg and seemed very happy with his first result.

Maybe next time - Adam failed 200kg twice for supporting it on his legs
So all in all a good days lifting with a great atmosphere for experienced and novice lifters alike.
Thanks to all the officials, helpers, coaches, supporters and to the loaders – not a single
“miss”load all day (that I saw anyway) and plenty of encouragement which is essential when you
are on or near your limit.
Report by Steve Walker (who also organised the event and did lots of other things – not just
loafing around as some of the misguided loaders were suggesting all day!!)
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Some other highlights of the day

Allen announced he had in fact joined the Gay Powerlifting Federation over 10
years ago

Pete couldn’t find the rat in his ratatouille and demanded a refund
23

The local “One Flew over the Cuckoos Nest” Appreciation Society were on their
annual outing

And there was real excitement when a rumour went round that Jedward were in
the building
24
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Qualifying Procedure for National &
International Competitions
There has recently been some confusion regarding the procedure for qualification and
invitation to lift in national and international championships.
Although this information is readily available on the GBPF website – for clarity we are
publishing again below and in the East Midlands Committee meeting minutes.

If you plan to lift in National and International competitions please take time to read and
understand the criteria – it may save a lot of problems in the future.
Thanks

Pete Weiss
1. National/international invitations ; Once again several problems have been
reported by the Power Secretary pertaining to lifters not being aware of the
procedure for receiving invites if selected for National or international
competitions. The following criteria Must be satisfied
Firstly a lifter must set a qualifying total in order to be considered for a British
Championship, the qualifying standards for men & women at different bodyweight
classes and age categories are available on the GBPF website. Lifters who are
considered for selection for international competition are usually taken from
performances set at national championships.
Secondly within the East Midlands and most English divisions, lifters must have
competed in, or supported* their relevant divisional championship in the previous
year e.g. a junior lifter must lift in the East Midlands Junior competition as should
Senior and Masters lifters lift in theirs or support the championships, *support
meaning to help load, score, MC, Officiate (if old enough and qualified), help
organise etc. It is not a requirement to make the necessary qualifying total at a
divisional championship, this can be done in any bona fide competition where there
are three qualified referees officiating.
However if a lifter wishes to compete in another division’s championships they will
first need to seek permission from the Divisional Secretary, and may usually only be
able to do so as a ‘guest lifter’ .
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GBPF – Merchandise Price List
Masters
GBPF

T - Shirts
£11.00
T – Shirts
£9.00
Vests
£8.00
Caps
£7.50
Beanies
£7.00
Polo Shirts
£10.00
Sweat Shirts
£14.00
Hoodies
£15.00
Fleece Jackets
£20.00
Refs white collar shirts
£15.00
Refs ties National or Divisional £10.00
Long Socks S,M,L.
£6.50
Bags
£6.50
East Midlands (GBPF) T-shirts
£8.00
All prices exclude postage. Contact Kevin Jane to order any
merchandise on 07887903104 or Kevin@kjane.fsbusiness.co.uk
Please send any comments, letters or articles for the Newsletter to
Steve Walker @ SJR.Walker@fsmail.net or ring on 07710 138171
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The East Midlands Powerlifting Association – Minutes of committee
meeting held at the Yardley Gobion WLC 30th June 2012.
Meeting opened at 4.20pm
2. Members present; Steve Walker, Pete Weiss, Jenny Hunter, Allen Ottolangui, Ian Finch, Kevin
Jane
3. Apologies; Dave Tucker
4. Matters arising from previous meeting; (29/1/12)

Pete and Allen still have not received a code to access the GBPF membership from Rob Thomas.
Jenny has informed Rob that a link to the new EMPA web site needs to be added to the GBPF
website. – The Secretary to contact Rob at next executive meeting (1/7/12). Steve to add web site
link to newsletter.
5. Finance update; The account stands at £941.89 the only outstanding amount being from the East
Midlands bench press, Jenny will send the organiser a reminder.
6. Championships; No definite date for the Anglian Open received as yet, the Secretary will contact
Stuart Hamilton for this. Allen suggested staging a team event and will look at a date for this and
how it will run, i.e. open or closed event, scoring, allowances etc. To date there were 22 entries for
the All England championships, with 21 of them for the unequipped section.
7. Feedback from English Powerlifting Association meeting; (16/6/12)

The main issue raised was to do with the governance situation of the West Midlands and such
matters now coming under the EPA . There were also concerns with YNE division. The EPA
meeting agreed to intervene and try to encourage those holding office in the West Midlands to set a
date for and AGM. Further points around these divisions were deferred to be discussed at a future
GBPF council meeting.
8. National/international invitations ; Once again several problems have been reported by the
Power Secretary pertaining to lifters not being aware of the procedure for receiving invites if
selected for National or international competitions. The following criteria Must be satisfied

Firstly a lifter must set a qualifying total in order to be considered for a British Championship, the
qualifying standards for men & women at different bodyweight classes and age categories are
available on the GBPF website. Lifters who are considered for selection for international
competition are usually taken from performances set at national championships.
Secondly within the East Midlands and most English divisions lifters must have competed in or
supported* their relevant divisional championship in the previous year. i.e. a junior lifter must lift
in the East Midlands Junior competition or support the championships, *support meaning to help
load, score, MC, Officiate (if old enough and qualified), help organise etc. . It is not a requirement
to make the necessary qualifying total at a divisional championship, this can be done in any bon a
fide competition where there are three qualified referees officiating. However if a lifter wishes to
compete in another division’s championships they will first need to seek permission from the
Divisional Secretary, and may usually only be able to do so as a ‘guest lifter’ .
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The committee discussed at length the current divisional championship calendar and decided to
make several adjustments to take effect from January 2013. There will be the following Divisional
championships from which the division shall receive £2 per lifter per entry.
The East Midlands Senior Championships - this is for equipped competitors although lifters can
compete unequipped there will be no allowance or specific awards for doing so.
The East Midlands Senior ‘Classic’ Championships - this is strictly for unequipped lifters, any
equipped lifters will be guest lifters if accepted.
The East Midlands Masters, juniors and novice championships – this competition will include
six categories, Masters lifters equipped, Master lifters unequipped, Sub Junior & junior equipped,
Sub junior and junior unequipped. Novice lifters equipped & novice lifters unequipped. (NOVICE
= any lifter who has not competed before) The lifter must nominate which category of the
competition they wish to lift in on their entry form.
East Midlands Bench press Championships – for both equipped and unequipped lifters with
awards for both sections.
There may be other competitions held within the division i.e. county, inter county and single lift
events which must first be sanctioned by the EMPA committee. These events will not incur the £2
per lifter levy to the division and may provide opportunities for lifters to set qualifying totals.
9. A.O.B. Jenny would like any East Midlands results for the last two years to add to the web site if
anyone has them.

Jenny raised an issue regarding a lifter at the Senior British last week being able to lift and set
National records although not holding a British passport – The Secretary will bring this up at the
next GBPF executive meeting (1/7/12) *
Meeting closed at 5.30pm
Kevin Jane – Hon General Secretary
*The GBPF Secretary will look into this matter.
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Request to participate in a survey
on stimulants in Powerlifting
Below is the copy of an email request sent to the Divisional Secretary requesting
assistance in a study on the effects and benefits of stimulants (legal ones) in
powerlifting. If anybody would like to participate please use the web address to
get on to the survey site.
Hello Powerlifter, My name is Hayden Pritchard and I am the lead researcher in a
survey designed to investigate the use of stimulants in the sport of Powerlifting. I
am a fellow lifter and have a strong interest in the sport of Powerlifting as well as an
academic background.
The use of stimulants (ammonia, caffeine etc.) within our sport has always interested
me and so I have designed the survey that is linked to in this email in order to
investigate this among my fellow lifters.
The survey will only take 5-10 minutes to complete, it is short and to the point and I
would really appreciate it if you could spare 5-10 minutes and contribute to our
project. The questions are based around the frequency of use of different stimulants,
benefits believed to be gained from their use, as well as any side affects you may
have experienced. If you are a registered Powerlifter under an IPF affiliated
association please feel free to click the link below:
http://masseybusiness.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_23NmhFzqbcsen08 If you
have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me, my email address is within
my signature.
Thank you very much for your time!
Regards, Hayden Pritchard
Human Performance Lab Manager
School of Sport & Exercise
Massey UniversityPalmerston North 4410
New Zealand
+64 6 3569099 ext 7637h.j.pritchard@massey.ac.nz
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So did anyone recognise the Olympic boxing
hopeful was of course our very own Jerry
Rice

I didn’t have any old photos this time – maybe you have some you
can send or email me for the next issue.
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